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Now About Norticu/tu.re?
Do you enjoy working with plants

and watching them grow? If this

type of activity is one of your hobbies, you have some of the funda-

mental traits of a horticulturist.
Young people entering college to-

day have a wide range of

courses

from which to select their major field
of study. At the University of Arizona,
horticulture is one of 14 fields offered
in the college of agriculture.
The content of both undergraduate

and graduate courses is planned to

The specific abilities and aptitudes

required of an individual are de-

termined largely by the type of work
he plans to enter. The following are
some of the major groups of employ-

What Is Horticulture?
The majority of workers in horticultural jobs are engaged in producing, processing

and marketing

fruits, vegetables, flowers and ornamental plants. Modern horticultural
practices involve both the art and the
science of production, processing and
marketing.

In addition to a "green

thumb," the successful horticulturist
today must have a thorough working
knowledge of the sciences which are
closely related to horticultural plants
and products.

quest to the College of Agriculture, Uni-

federal and state departments and

private concerns to find solutions to
problems in plant improvement, cul-

thinking ability and the use of scientific principles to discover new and
improved practices. Preparation for
this work includes specialized study
at the graduate level.
Jobs of a technical nature include
a broad range of activities by individuals serving as inspectors, regulatory
agents, fieldmen, managers and superintendents for governmental departments and private companies.
These workers are concerned with
maintaining the efficiency of produc-

tion practices and the quality of all

horticultural products from producer

to consumer. Since the duties are

specialized, the training includes college work and usually special training and experience on the job.

Head of the Department of Horticulture, (left) and Dr. R. H. Hilgeman,

ever, as additional amounts of water
are applied the sizes of the fruit and
leaves and amount of trunk growth

the University's Agricultural Experiment Station farms at Tucson, Safford,
Mesa, Tempe, and Yuma.

The experiment in which these

Valencia oranges were grown con-

cerned an evaluation of the effects of

soil moisture on production. In the
experiment, trees were irrigated on

zona, under the act of August Ñ _. , 1912.
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Production Management Jobs
The responsibilities of workers in
these jobs are concerned directly with
economic production of specific horticultural products. The duties there-

fore include the art, the science and
business of production and marketing.
Employment includes wor'
on sal-

aries and those who ow,own
'onduct
land and other facilities
ner -optheir own operations. TI
erator type of enterprise .y 111 generally

give higher income than any

other kind of employment in the field
of horticulture. Placement opportunities, however, are open to relatively

few beginners because of the high
capital requirements and financial
risk inherent in production units large
enough for economical operation.
There are, however, opportunities

for beginners to develop equity and
experience required to enter production horticulture as owner- operators
by serving as field men or superintendents. There is a broad range of

jobs available in the western
per year. At the end of the first 2 such
including work on vegetable
years it has been shown that trees states,
farms,
and
in citrus groves, deciduous
can be grown without wilting by ap-

Tempe with Dr. Leland Burkhart, plying only 32 inches of water. How-

made his active interest in agriculture known by beginning a tour of

Published quarterly by the College of

Agriculture, University of Arizona, Tucson,

Research workers are employed by

six different schedules in which water
was applied at rates of 32 to 64 inches

Dr. Harvill has already
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Research and Technical Work

ON THE COVER, Dr. Richard A.
Harvill, President of the University
of Arizona, ( right) is shown examining some Valencia oranges grown on
the Citrus Experiment Farm near

( center ) .
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ment opportunities and the general
nature of the work in each.

horticulture and have entered this materials and apparatus usually in
field of work. The demand is stead- the laboratory, with emphasis on

states.
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18, 1949, at the post office at Tucson, Ari-

prepare workers to meet job require- tural- management practices, transportments in Arizona and neighboring ation, processing, storing and marstates. About 12 percent of all grad- keting fruits and vegetables. The
uates of the college have majored in duties include accurate work with
ily growing for workers with regular
college preparation and advanced
technical training to fill responsible
horticultural positions in the western

e

are significantly increased, but the
total amount of soluble solids in the
juice of the fruit is significantly decreased. Measurements of fruit show

that to maintain maximum growth
the soil moisture in the surface foot
must not be allowed to drop below
the upper limit of the wilting range.
This limit is associated with tensiometer readings of about 350 centi-

orchards, date gardens, vineyards,
nurseries, flower and seed production
and related specialized enterprises.

Work and management experience
prior to and during the student's college years is desirable for maximum
progress in production management
jobs.

Public Service and Business Jobs
Employment of this type ranges
from teaching and other educational
work to strictly business jobs, such
(Please turn to Page 11)

meters of water at a depth of 30
inches.
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By E. B. Stanley

animal unit being the feed require-

ments of a 1000 -pound growing beef

Pasture in the irrigated farming animal. A 300 -pound growing calf

areas of Arizona is obtained almost
exclusively from the principal forage
crops alfalfa and the small grains
barley, oats, wheat, and Sudan grass.
Cotton, grain sorghum and vegetable
fields are an additional
"clean -up" pasturage.

source

of

A year -long grazing season enables
maximum developments of these crop
lands and a quarter of a million cattle

needs one -half of the feed required
for the 1000 -pound animal.

Irrigated pastures in Arizona have
carrying capacities of from .5 to 1.5
animal units or more per acre for the

The picture above is a barley pasture
on the T. G. Griffin Ranch at Sahuarita,

Arizona. (Photo by S. C. S.)

grass- legume mixtures take 30 to 40
days in winter and 20 in spring; bar-

ley, 40 days in winter, 20 in spring

and Sudan grass takes 25 days in

pasture season.

summer.

acre during one pasturing or rota-

Salt River Valley Experimental Farm
near Mesa, during the years 1945 and
1946 gave the following results : Al-

The average animal unit days

tion period and the intervals o- =xne
required for regrowth between itations provide a basis for figuring
carrying capacity. For example, a

A comparison of pastures at the

and sheep derive a large part of their
subsistence from irrigated pasturage.
Range sheep men move their flocks grass -legume pasture capable of makto the Salt River and Casa Grande ing regrowth in 20 days during the

falfa 382 -564 animal unit days per

and is irrigated twice during the next
20 days. If 1 acre furnished 45 animal
unit days every 30 days, this would

cattle gains amounting to 520 pounds

valleys in October where they are
maintained largely on alfalfa and
winter grains during the lambing
season and until the lambs are marketed in April. Then the ewes are
returned to their summer ranges.
Cattle numbers are likewise heaviest

throughout the winter and spring
months, although some grazing is carried on through the summer.

In order to determine which types
of pasture are the most practical the
departments of Animal Husbandry
and Agronomy conducted tests on
the value of certain pasture crops in
terms of animal production. Close ob-

servation of pasturing practices and
the experiences of farmers and stockmen have provided additional ma-

warm months may be grazed for 9
days. Then it is allowed to regrow

be equal to a carrying capacity of
about 11/ head of 1000 -pound beef
cattle.

acre; grass -legume mixtures 283 -389

days, and temporary pasture of bar-

ley and Sudan, 224 to 358 animal unit
days.

According to these figures, beef

can be realized each year from an

acre of grass -legume pasture and 300
pounds from barley or Sudan, without
figuring in supplemental feed.

The perennial grass -legume mix-

Pasturing records for the past 10 tures have not proved equal to al-

falfa, barley and Sudan grass for liveparison of the principal green feed stock production in the irrigated areas
crops. As a group, alfalfa and the of central and southern Arizona. But
alfalfa -small grain pastures produced some species show promise and a
an average of 61 animal unit days simple mixture may be found to comper acre in each rotation, with a daily plement or supplement alfalfa, barley
gain of 1.1 pounds. Grass -legume and Sudan.

years in Arizona give a reliable com-

mixtures produced 45 animal units
days with 1.1 pound daily gains. Bar-

ley pasture yielded 52 animal unit

In the intermediate and high el-

evations, cool weather grass- legume
mixtures already are furnishing eco-

nomical livestock feed where there
59 animal unit days, with is adequate water and where good
these sources gives a fair appraisal produced
soil fertility is maintained.
0.7 pound daily gains.
of irrigated pastures in Arizona.
Production for the entire grazing
Alfalfa Soilage
season
or
calendar
year
will
depend
Carrying Capacity
Some stockmen are questioning the
upon the number of rotation periods.
The number of animals a pasture These in turn are determined mainly practicality of pasturing irrigated
terial. A summary of information from

will adequately provide for is known
as the carrying capacity. It is measured in terms of "animal units one
PROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE
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days, with 1.2 pound gains and Sudan

by the regrowth intervals. For alfalfa-

crops, especially alfalfa. The develop-

rotation; alfalfa takes about 50 days
in winter and 30 days for summer,

(Please turn to Page 11)

barley pasture, 45 to 60 days are ment of suitable harvesting machinery
required in the winter for another for handling soilage may well lead

ber 14 to February 1, quoted California as receiving 169 points premium
over Arizona on 1 1/16 inch Strict
Middling Cotton. This is an average
figure and amounts to $8.45 a bale.
It is hard to figure the exact amount
of premium that California received
over Arizona cotton, but it amounted
to several millions of dollars.
Some people say that mixtures of

One Kind of Cotton
For Arizona Planting
New Varieties Show Improvement
Over Those Formerly Used in State

varieties in Arizona was not what
made California cotton bring more
on the market than Arizona cotton.
However, most of the mills report that
they like Arizona 44, and are willing

to pay the same for 44, if they are
By Charles C. Ellwood

4 years since Arizona 33 was in breed-

er plots to furnish seed for founda-

tion planting. For this reason the
tirely upon other states, especially present seed of Arizona 33 that is
At one time Arizona depended en-

sure of getting 44.

Here Are the Answers!
How can Arizona produce one

California, for her cotton seed. This being used in Arizona is very badly variety?
1. Arizona 33 has not proven equal
was mainly the old Acala P 18, which mixed and of inferior quality to Arito
Arizona 28 or Arizona 44 thus,
gave the irrigated West an unsavory zona 44 and Arizona 28.
During 1950, Arizona produced cot- it can be eliminated.
reputation in the cotton market. Ap2. P 18, California 4 -42, D & PL
parently the Japanese were the only ton from the following varieties : Arizona
44,
Arizona
28,
Arizona
33,
Caland
Stoneville 2B have never been
ones who liked to spin this cotton.
Or perhaps it was the only cotton ifornia 4 -42, 1517 A, 1517 B, D & PL, proven equal to Arizona 28 and 44
P 18, Stoneville 2B, and 29 -4 -6. This in yields and spinning quality. So
they could afford to pay for.
Then E. H. Pressley, cotton breeder is enòugh variety to make any cotton they can be eliminated for planting
for the University of Arizona, through merchant handling Arizona Cotton in Arizona.
3. Next is 1517. This variety is conhard work and know -how, introduced have "nightmares." Fortunately most
Arizona 44, Arizona 28 and Arizona of the 1517 A and B is confined to fined to three counties in the state.
33. These are all excellent types of three counties in the state, Cochise, Present indications are that it is probcotton that were approved by the Greenlee and Graham.
ably the best variety for their condiIn
1951
most
of
the
cotton
in
the
tions.
If they will grow only this vaArizona Crop Improvement Association in 1948.

rest of the state is reported to be riety, they will be able to market
Arizona 28 and Arizona 44, with some their cotton with the New Mexico
Arizona 33 located in Santa Cruz 1517, and be all right.

Arizona 44 and 28 Proved Best
Arizona 44 and Arizona 28 have county and that part of Pima county

proved superior to the 33 variety, and

lying south of Tucson.

4. Now comes the question of Ari-

zona 28 and Arizona 44.
If all of the state, except the three

What does mixing varieties mean
Arizona 33 has never had any seed
to
Arizona agriculture? The weekly counties growing 1517, were to procertified by the Arizona Crop Improvement Association. It has been market quotations from last Septem- duce either of these varieties, Arizona

would be "looked up to" on the cotton
market.
Acala 44 seed -increase field. Photo by Robert Peebles, Sacaton.

-Charles C. Ellwood is Extension
Specialist in Agronomy.

U .k

:91etv diatkiinzt
Here are new circulars and bulletins available without cost from
your County
office:

Agricultural Agent's

Agricultural Extension Service
4 -H Poultry in Arizona, Circular
190.

Lawns for Arizona, Circular 135
(revised) .
Vegetables, Fruits Select Them,
Show Them, Circular 192.
PAGE 4
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Glamour

for
Your Nouse
By Mildred R. Jensen

What do I do if

I can't afford

Members of an advanced class in interior decoration work together to fold a com-

drapery along the pleat lines to coax in the pleat folds. The other one of this
draperies? What can I do to keep pleted
pair,
already
in the temporary folds and tied ready for delivery, is at the right. Left
draperies from fading so badly at to right are Labuko
Mitakawa, Mary Anne Daum and Christine Olmstead.

sunny south or west windows? How

long should I make my draperies?
How full do they need to be?

These and many other drapery
questions come by mail and by phone
to the University School of Home Economics. And these questions give class
members in advanced courses in Interior Decoration plenty of problems
to work on when they study making
draperies. Besides making draperies
in their homes in the future, some of
these girls will have to supervise dramaking when they start work
assistants in interior decoration shops.

widths of such materials together with

up and down the drapery, tiny- stitch

expensive drapery materials, line them
and make neatly tailored pinch pleats.

pensive cloth.

a plain seam sewed with a slightly through to the right side, and use
loose tension and longer stitch than a long- stitch of 2 or 3 inches on the
usual and slash the seam edges on wrong side. Then fasten the lining
the wrong side so the seams won't over it as usual.
It takes twice the distance the
pull.
drapery is to cover to pleat and drape
Use Care in Making
nicely. So it's better to buy wide
In any case, make up substitute enough draperies of less expensive
materials as carefully as if they were material than skimpy strings of ex-

Unless you are willing to build

Suggestions That Work
Here are some of the suggestions

a vine shaded trellis or other shading
device, sunny windows will continue
to take their toll in faded draperies.

substitute materials. Perhaps a painted

of stay- stitching 8 to 12 inches apart

a contrasting color may be all you
need. Perhaps glass shelves across
the window and a metal -lined box
on the sill for plants may let you

Barbara Hester and Elizabeth Bunce.

Proper Length Important
Draperies . are the proper length

if they are made to come just to the
window sill, or to the bottom of the
woodwork apron below the sill, or

So buy materials with guarantees
against fading and make them up to come one inch off the floor. In any
case, a well -planned window arrangeBefore worrying too much about with a flannelette interlining and lin- ment
can certainly add glamour to
the cost of draperies, consider care- ing. Lay this flannelette inside the your room
decoration.
main
drapery
and
fold
the
drapery
fully whether other window treatments may not be as decorative as hem allowances back over it. Then
-Mildred R. Jensen is Associate
draperies or whether you can use fasten it to the front drapery by rows
they work out while actually making
draperies in the laboratory:

Professor of Home Economics.

outline or frame for your window in

exercise a hobby as well as decorate
a window.

Or maybe a wooden cornice box
and colored tapes on the Venetian
blinds may be enough color and design. Indoor shutters bought from the

junk yards or made for you at your
local lumber yard may possibly be
painted to match your room colors
and provide a modern look to your
windows.

Sometimes bargains in dress materials may provide substitute mater-

ials for making draperies. The "vanilla- colored" sharkskin that did not sell
so well in your town may make beautiful draperies. Join the narrower
PROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE
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Anne Morris (left) demonstrates a neatly folded pinch pleat to class members

Castor Keaas
A New Crop for Arizona?
By W. M. Wootton
Castor beans are the "Cinderella"
crop of Arizona. A year ago the state
had only a few experimental plots and
no commercial fields. But this season

the new oil seed crop is growing on
about 4700 acres in the Yuma and
Phoenix areas.
This rapid rise in acreage was made

possible through scientific research.
For several years plant breeders have

been patiently developing a dwarf
type plant that is short enough for

mechanical harvesting yet capable of
producing, high yields. Such a plant
type now has been established in the
varieties Baker 1, 7, and 34.

Baker No. 1 castor bean, characteristic

of the dwarf type commercial variety.

Planted early in April. Photo August 16,
1951, at University of Arizona Experiment
Farm, Yuma, by C. W. Van Horn.

These new strains also have resistance to shattering that make it
possible to hold pods on the plant
long after they are mature. Other

products. Castor oil is also used in

oil content and uniform seed size.
Since this breeding program is still
in progress, even more productive
dwarf type strains are likely to be

beans has considerable value as an

features of these varieties are a high

released.

manufacturing and operating military
weapons including jet air planes, armor piercing bullets, and submarines.
In addition, the residue from crushed
organic fertilizer.

At the present time this crop is

The fast maturity of castor beans
makes them a good possibility for a
rotation planting with fall or winter
planted crops such as barley, wheat,
or vegetables. They are harvested in
one cutting which may be started between late August and January.
If necessary for early harvesting,
the leaves can be chemically defoliated. However, this practice is not
necessary if cutting is delayed until
the first killing frost.
At first castor beans were considered fairly free from insect damage.

on an import basis and the supply is
short. There already is a well estab- However, this season cut worms, boll
New Harvester Developed
cash market for castor beans. worms, beet army worms and spider
At the same time plant breeders lished
The late summer price was $236 per mites caused some loss. Up to now,
were working on varieties, engineers ton delivered at Holtville, Calif. Bewere developing harvesting equip- cause castor oil is considered an im- lygus bugs and stink bugs have caused
ment. As a result, a mechanical har- portant industrial material, the gov- no noticeable damage. If this convester and huller is now available. ernment has placed a support price tinues to be true, the insect control
This modified combine eliminates the of $200 per ton on the crop. Harvest- program should not be as expensive
hand harvesting labor whcih formerly ing and hulling costs are about $20 as for cotton.
Tests Under Way
made castor beans an impractical per acre and growing costs are usually
crop.
The Experimental Station and Exless than for cotton.
tension
Service now have several test
Much of the development of castor
Castor beans are a fast growing
beans as a commercial crop has been spring or summer crop which offers plots and demonstration fields in the
done by the Baker Castor Oil Com- strong competition to weeds. The Yuma and Salt River Valley areas.
pany of San Diego. This organization planting season extends from March This work is designed to determine
now holds contracts on all of the to June. In a March planting at Yuma the best varieties, dates of planting,
plantings in Arizona and California. there were blooms in 4 to 5 weeks bed type, plant spacing, and the ferHowever, it is likely that other com- and a few mature pods before the tilizer requirements.
It is difficult to predict the future
panies will soon enter the field.
plants were 3 months old. After the
What are the features of this new lower pods are set the plant continues of any new crop. In the case of castor
crop which now has a good start in to make new growth and successive beans, a lot depends on this season's
Arizona? Castor beans produce a high groups of new seed stalks. The av- yields and the future price of castor
quality oil that has a wide range of erage yield is expected to be about oil. However, from all indications it
looks as though our new "Cinderella"
uses. Here are only a few of the 1 ton per acre.
products that contain castor oil: adThe water requirements for this crop is here to stay.
hesives, asphalt tile, cosmetics, con- crop are about the same as for cotton.
-W. M. Wootton is Assistant Sudenser oils, emulsifiers, greases, fun- The general practice is to plant the
gicides, lubrication oil, medicinal beans in a dry seed bed and then perintendent of the Experimental

preparations, paints, enamels, varnishes,

printing ink, soap, and rubber

irrigate. This method gives very good
stands.

Farms near Yuma.
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Ripping Aids Range Recovery
Some Ranchers Are Doubling
Their Range Forage Production
By A. L. Brown
and E. C. Everson
Some ranchers in southeastern Ari-

zona are doubling or tripling their

range forage production. At the same
time, they are speeding up recovery
of depleted ranges and replacing poor

forage plants with highly palatable
grasses. In addition, they're getting
green feed earlier in spring and later

in fall.
This range improvement is coming

about through ripping of overgrazed
or sodbound ranges. In this treatment,
two subsoiling chisels are spaced 5
feet apart on a wheeled implement

carrier that

is

pulled by a heavy

crawler -type tractor. The chisels usual-

ly penetrate the soil to a depth of
18 to 24 inches.

Contour furrowing with a subsoil ing chisel loosens the soil, holds the
water where it falls, and allows the
moisture to penetrate. Grasses have
an opportunity to become established
and forage production increases. The
increased water storage lengthens the
growing season, so that green feed
is before the cattle for a longer period.

Boosted forage production along the furrows is clearly indicated by this photo of a

ripped area near Elgin. A closer spacing of the furrows would have resulted in the
same increase over the entire area.

ripped area on the Babocomari Ranch

of Frank C. Brophy near Elgin was
checked 10 years after treatment.
This area produced 1400 pounds of

Untreated Range Slow
On the other hand, recovery of air -day herbage per acre, as compared

depleted rangelands without mechanical treatment is usually a slow process. Whenever the range grasses are
removed by overgrazing or drought,
the moisture absorbing and moisture

holding capacity of the soil is lowered. The surface is exposed to the

to only 560 pounds per acre on non ripped range. The 10- year -old furrows

tential productivity, such as flat or
gently sloping lands with deep, fertile

soils. Tight soils respond better to
treatment than sandy soils. Reseed

if no perennial grasses are left. Usual-

ly, sufficient grass remains to make
a stand without reseeding.

were still in good condition and will
probably be effective for several more
years.

On the Contour
Construct the furrows on the con-

tour to keep water from running down
the furrows and causing erosion. Furrows should be spaced at . 5 -foot in-

Treatment Helps Seeding
Ripping is a good soil preparation tervals, since they influence the soil
for reseeding. Seed may be broadcast only 2 to 3 feet laterally.
in the furrows from shaker boxes
Once the furrows are made, proattached to the chisels. One rancher tect the investment with good range
causing erosion. The soil dries out conserved seed by rigging Planet, Jr. management. Work out a managerapidly and grass seedlings have little seeders on the implement. County ment system which will insure grass
agents will supply information re- growth and keep the range producchance to become established.
garding grass species adapted to each tive. Seasonal grazing or better disAny water holding treatment list- locality and the time when reseeding tribution of stock will frequently do
ing, pitting, or rock or brush perco- should be done.
as much good as a cut in livestock
lators-speeds range recovery. Ripped
numbers.
beating action of raindrops, and, particularly on heavy soils, the surface
seals over. Rainfall in heavy, seasonal
storms, that would otherwise be used
by growing grass, runs off the surface,

furrows tend to remain effective long-

er than listed furrows, which have
an active life of 4 to 7 years. One
PROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE
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Ripping,

like

many

mechanical

treatments applied to rangelands is
expensive. Areas must be selected
carefully if such treatment is to pay
off. Pick areas that have a high po-

L. Brown is Instructor in
Botany and Range Ecology. A. C.
A.

Everson is Research Assistant in Botany and Range Ecology.

and make wilt counts from an examination of each root.
The Signal variety, which is wilt resistant in the Imperial Valley, Cal-

wilt-I Resistan t Flux

ifornia showed 40 percent wilt in
Arizona, indicating a probable difference in physiological races of wilt.

By R. B. Streets

a handful of seed and wilt could not
have remained undetected in a var-

Flax is a relatively new winter crop
in the Southwest. At first it was almost free from disease. But following
repeated planting of flax on the same
land under stimulus of a profitable
seed price, disease especially Fusariur wilt is causing increasing
losses. Punjab, the only commercial
variety grown here, is very susceptible

iety that is so susceptible.

to wilt.

Flax wilt is carried in a small percentage of the seed grown in infested
fields, and the number of plants killed
the first year usually passes unnoticed.
Once introduced, the fungus persists
many years in the soil. The losses from

Wilt was apparently brought to

Arizona in other varieties of flax, since

all Punjab flax was increased from

Tests' Show High Yielders
Resistant varieties are not readily

accepted by growers unless they yield

35 Varieties Tested
Field tests were conducted for 3
years on the Roy Barclay farm near
Yuma, with replicated plots on severely wilt -infested soil. Thirty -five
varieties and hybrids carefully chosen
for wilt -resistance and probable adaptation to Arizona conditions were

used in the tests. Results showed 12

as much as the susceptible variety
they replace. This has been a major
difficulty in replacing the high yielding Punjab. Of nine resistant varieties

received from Dr. Culberton of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture, two
ranked high in yield. C.I. 1329 was
second in yield with 44.5 bushels and
C.I. 1151 was fourth with 42 bushels.

B -5128, a Dakota variety, had the
highest 3 -year yield average with 46.4

varieties with a trace to 2 percent bushels per acre. The variety C.I.
wilt; 12 more with 3 to 8 percent 1164 was third with 44.1 bushels.
wilt; and 11 varieties with from 10 These varieties are recommended to
to 90 percent of the plants dying from

In the same tests, all plants of
wilt increase rapidly when the field wilt.
Punjab were killed before flowering.
is planted to a susceptible variety for
several years.

i

Small amounts of wilt could not
be accurately estimated in the field

and it was necessary to pull the plants

late in May at the green -ripe stage

replace Punjab in wilt infested fields

until better varieties are available.
Seed of B -5128 is available in commercial quantities.

Of the 25 hybrids developed by

Dr. Charles Ray, Jr. for the California

Central Fibre Corporation, 13 were

kept in the test for the second and
third year, and 3 have been saved
for increase.

In an effort to increase the wilt

resistance of DeAnza, 50 apparently
resistant plants were selected in 1949.
The seed was planted separately in
1950 and 3 selections were planted
again in 1951. Wilt was greatly re-

f

duced and the yield was increased

Flax variety test
for wilt resistance

on heavily

wilt -

infested land in
the Yuma Valley.

Wilt resistant C.
I.

1157

at left,

susceptible Punjab
in center (a 11
d e a d) , resistant
B -5128 at right.
Wilt resistant flax
in
background.

Dark line behind
plots shows strip
20 feet wide planted to Punjab flax
which was killed
by wilt. Photo
May 23, 1951.

from a 2 -year average of 24.4 bushels
to 44.7 bushels per acre.

Selections Show Resistance
W. E. Bryan of the Plant Breeding
Department made fifty plant selec-

tions in 1949 from the F -3 generation
of a Calar x C.I. 1040 cross. This
progeny showed 85 to 90 percent wilt
but the surviving plants were out-

standing in vigor and yield. Twelve
of the 50 were saved in 1950 and 3
of these were selected for increase
next year. Wilt was reduced in these
progenies to between 1.1 and 5.5 per-

cent and one of them produced the
highest yield in 1951-60.75 bushels
per acre.
These experiments are a coopera-

tive project with the Department of
Agronomy, and the planting, care,
and harvesting of the' plots are under
supervision of Mr. I- coward Cords and
Mr. William Wooton.

R. B. Streets is Professor of Plant
Pathology.
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Rad iophosphorus Tracer Techniques
Measure Uptake and Subsequent Release
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By W. H. Fuller
and R. N. Rogers

Algae reproduce rapidly upon the
application of water to soils. At this

Algae have been observed growing
on soils and in irrigation canals since
irrigation farming began. Their presence on soils as a green surface coating or in water -ways as green clumps
or ropy masses is a common sight to
the irrigation farmer, particularly during the warm summer months.

or immobilize plant nutrient elements

An increase of as much as 3 tons

by release of the fixed elements for
crop use. It is this process of decay
and release of phosphorous that is
the subject of this report.

time they may be expected to fix

of carbon per acre -three inches of soil

has been attributed to the growth

of algae under favorable weather conditions in Arizona. This corresponds
to about 6 tons of organic matter.
Radioactive barley plant.

own picture.

It took its

in their tissue. Phosphorous is one

of these necessary plant elements that
is absorbed in great amounts by algae.
As soils become dry algae activity
decreases, most of the algae die, and
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LIQUID PHOSPHORIC ACID

Finding that the phosphorus of
eventually decay. The decay or de- algae was taken up or utilized by
composition process is accompanied the plant to as great an extent as

Radioactive Tracer Used
By use of radiophosphorous tracer
techniques, the uptake of phosphorus
by algae and its subsequent release,
after being added to soil, for use by
young barley seedlings was followed.
The three soils used Pima c. 1. ( virgin) . McClellan c. 1. ( virgin ), and
McCellan c. 1. ( cultivated) are high,
intermediate, and low respectively in
fertility and available phosphorus.
Algae (Palmacea ), made radioac-

liquid phosphoric acid emphasizes the
importance of algae in the phosphorus
economy of the soil. Analysis of the
algae tissue showed a very high pro-

portion of the phosphorus to be in

an inorganic form. The high amount
of inorganic phosphorus found in the
algae undoubtedly accounts for its
high availability to plants.

Algae Needs Phosphorus
Additions of liquid phosphoric acid

to irrigation water causes soil algae
to grow profusely. The high demand
by algae for phosphorus is shown by
the high phosphorus content of the
tissue. Algae may contain as much
as 10 to 100 times as much phosphorus
per unit dry weight as cultivated

tive by growing in nutrient culture plants which again emphasizes the
with radiophosphorus, was added to importance of algae to the phosphorus
the soils, at the rate of 1, 2, and 4 economy of the soil.
tons per acre six -inches of soil. This
The graph at the top of the page
corresponds to phosphorus applica- shows percentage phosphorus taken
tions of 150, 300, and 600 pounds of by the plant from algae and liquid
P205 per acre, respectively. Liquid phosphoric acid. The three outstandphosphoric acid was added to an ing features of this graph are:
additional set of the same soils and
(1. ) All soils do not absorb phosplanted to barley for comparison. The phorous from algae and liquid phosbarley was allowed to grow and then phoric acid to the same extent. The
was harvested and analyzed for phosphorus.

Yields Higher
The results of the investigation

clearly indicated that the more fertile

least fertile soils absorb a higher per-

centage of added phosphorus than
the more fettle soils.

(2. ) The greater the amount of P

added as algae the greater the amount

absorbed by the plant regardless of

the soil the greater the barley yield
and the more total phosphorus taken

the soil.
( 3. ) Phosphorus of the algae tissue

lan.

Assistant in Agricultural Chemistry.

from the soil. Pima clay loam for was utilized to as great an extent as
example yielded more barley plant that of liquid phosphoric acid.
material than the virgin McCellan
clay loam. The least yield came from
-W. H. Fuller is Associate Biothe poorest soil, cultivuated McClel- chemist; R. N. Rogers is Research
PROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE
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Yellowing in Lettuce
Good Soil Management

Has No Substitute

normal color and develop and mature
properly. This unusual discoloration

ment of water. Below this point the

and gradually progresses upward into
the outer wrapper leaves that enclose
the developing heads.

resented by this constriction are like

begins with the older frame leaves

Cause and Effect

By W. D. Pew

Poor physical structure in soil re-

Because the market quality of Ari-

zona head lettuce is determined in
part by its natural rich green color
anything which tends to interfere with

color development is of great economic importance.

During the past 2 years, much attention has been focused on fields

of lettuce that have turned yellow
and remained so, despite efforts of

the grower to correct the condition.
Once affected with this abnormal
yellowing, the greater portion of the
affected crop is lost because of the

inability of the plants to regain a

sults in poor aeration, impaired water
percolation, faster salt accumulation,
undesirable soil temperatures, and restricted root growth and activity.

Percolation capabilities of a soil

with a fairly shallow compacted layer
follow those represented graphically
in figure 1. ( See graphs and photos
on next page. ) Note the constriction
at a soil depth of 15 inches. The rate
at this point is approximately 1/12 as

rapid as in the surface 3 inches.

This constriction represents a seriously

compacted layer which is extremely
impervious to the downward move-

percolation rate improves sharply. The
effects of such a compacted area rep-

a funnel. It is an easy matter to fill

a funnel faster than it can be emptied.

No matter how fast the water from
frequent irrigations passes through
the upper zones, the speed at which
it will move to the lower sub-surface
areas will be controlled by the layer
having the slowest rate.

Water Drives Out Air
If water is applied at frequent in-

tervals a serious build -up of moisture
will occur above the zone of restricted
water movement. When this happens,
water drives air from the soil, creating
ari improper balance between soil, air
and water. This brings about the un-

favorable condition for root growth
and activity shown in figure 2.
Furthermore, as the water is lost
largely by surface evaporation a deposition of soluble salts occurs in the
zone where root activity is greatest.
Soil temperature also is associated
with this water -logged condition. The
temperature in this case remains cold

Prevention Practices
After the plants have become yellow there seems to be
little that can be done to correct the disturbance. Therefore,

it appears that preventive measures will provide a better

chance for eliminating or reducing the disease than will control procedures initiated after the disease symptoms are observed. Suggested practices are :
1. Destroy all shallow impervious zones (water retarding areas) by deep plowing, knifing, or similar method, and
allow soil to air out before cropping.
2. Don't overwork the soil where lettuce is to be grown.
3. Select light, well- drained soils in the warmer areas for
very early spring lettuce.
4. Do not over -irrigate, especially when plants are young
or when soil temperatures are low.
5. Apply side -dressing fertilizers only when temperatures

are warm enough for the plant to absorb and utilize the
nitrogen.

6. When pre -irrigating, use the flooding method rather
than the deep corrugation or furrow practice.
7. The use of heavy green manure crops and the incorporation of all plant refuse into the soil are definite aids in
bringing about and maintaining good soil tilth.

for long periods even though the air
temperature became rather high after
an extended cold period.
Contrast this condition with the
one in figure 3 where no water restricting zone is present. Under these
conditions it is virtually impossible,
under normal irrigation practices, to
create a water -logged condition. When

this situation exists, the soil air and
moisture relationship will remain in
good balance, root growth and activity will proceed normally ( figure
4), the tendency for surface salt accumulation will be minimized, and
the soil temperature will warm more
rapidly after an extended cold period.

Under these circumstances the de-

scribed type of lettuce yellowing will
be eliminated.

Report Available
This is a summary of Arizona Agri-

cultural Experiment Station Report
No. 104 which may be obtained by

request from the College of Agriculture, Tucson, Arizona.

-W. D. Pew is Superintendent of
the Salt River Valley Vegetable Research Farm.
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Daily (Except Sunday)
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Sundays
KOY, Phoenix, 9:05 a.m.-Demonstration Garden ( County Agent)
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Mondays

21'

KYMA, Yuma, 7:00 a.m.-On the

24'

KCLS,

Farm Front.
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FIGURE 1.

Graphical representation of water percolation rates found in soils where severe
yellowing occurred. Note the excellent
percolation rate in the upper 6 inches and
the severely retarded rate between the 12
to 18 -inch depth.

FIGURE 2.
Lettuce yellowing related to unfavorable
soil -root conditions. Compare limited root
systems with extensive root system in Fig-

ure 4. This condition is related to soils
with the compacted zone shown in Figure 1.

Flagstaff,

8:45 a.m.-Your

County Agent Reports.
Wednesdays

Yuma, 6:45 a.m.-Yuma
County Agricultural Extension
Service Radio Program.

KYUM,

Fridays
KCKY, Coolidge -Casa Grande, 4:30

p.m.-Pinal County Farm and
Home Program.

3"

Saturdays
KGLU, Safford, 1:15 p.m. Stepping
Along With the Agricultural Extension Service.

9.

i

KOY, Phoenix
KYMA, Yuma
KTUC, Tucson
KSUN, Bisbee

12'

Arizona Farm and Ranch Hour,
presented by the Radio Bureau,
University of Arizona, and the

15"

18'

College of Agriculture.

i

Mondays and Fridays
KGPH, Flagstaff, 9:45 a.m.-Coconino County Farm and Home

21'

20

24'
1.0

1.0

2.0

FIGURE 3.

Graphical representation of water percolation rate found in soil where no yellowing occurred. Note the excellent percolation rate throughout entire depth.

12:00 to 12:30 p.m.

FIGURE 4.
Healthy spring lettuce, yellow free,

grown under favorable soil conditions as
indicated in Figure 3. Compare healthy
root system with the limited root system
in Figure 2.

Program.

How About Horticulture?
(Continued from Page 2)

as salesman.

production during the winter season,
especially from December 15 to January 30, is a problem both in grazing

Irrigated Pastures
(Continued from Page 3)

and in soilage practices. However,
pen feeding unit offers the cattle
to the adoption of this practice. It afeeder
means of adujsting to variaprovides for complete utilization of tions ina feed
supply. Such facilities
the crop, stops soil packing, reduces also allow for
increase in the
bloat danger, increases crop yield, capacity of thean
operating
unit and
and requires less fencing. Cattle get give the livestock man more freedom
closer attention and cleaner water in purchasing, feeding and marketing
at less cost, and maintenance costs his livestock.
for irrigation ditches and borders are
lower. Interruption of the green feed
-E. B. Stanley is Head of the DePROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE
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partment of Animal Husbandry.

Teaching positions in horticulture

and related educational work are

available in colleges, federal and state
agricultural extension departments

and to a limited extent with private
concerns.

Landscaping includes the laying
out, planting and care of plants for
home grounds, golf courses, parks and

playground areas, for federal, state

and county departments.
Business type jobs include the buying and selling of fruits, vegetables
and ornamental plants, seeds, horticultural equipment, fertilizers, insecticides and other supplies.

Bigger Yields

With Rough Tillage
Tests Show Barley Production
Doubled With Less Preparation
By Karl Harris
Yields increased more than 100 per-

Sixteen plots on the Safford Farm
were used. The south eight borders
were irrigated during the season of

several months before the barley was

planted. At planting time, the seed

was broadcast on this rough -plowed
land and irrigated up. However, plots
with the conventional tillage method
were plowed several months before
the barley was planted, then disked
and harrowed before it was pre -irrigated.
After the pre -planting irrigation, the
land was again disked and harrowed,
and then planted. Other than for prep-

aration of the seedbed, both treat-

were handled exactly the same,
cent when barley was planted on a 1949 -1950 and 1950 -1951 with water ments
that
is
they were planted at the same
rough -plowed land instead of in a from the well on the University Farm. time and
irrigated at the same time.
conventionally prepared seedbed, in This well contains 4,017 parts per
From the time the barley started
tillage tests at the University of Ari- million of total soluble salts. The north
eight
borders
were
irrigated
with
to
grow, it was apparent that the
zona Experimental Farm near Safford.
For some time it has been noted water from the Gila River during all plants on the rough -tilled plots were

that disking, floating and other tillage
operations used to prepare a conventional seedbed, lower the intake rate
of water that enters the ground. This

of the season of 1949 -1950. However,
early in the Spring of 1951, there was

much healthier and had a darker
green color than the plants on the

no water available in the river for conventionally tilled plots.
irrigation, so it was necessary that

last two irrigations on these plots
makes it more difficult to get the the
Yields 21/2 Times More
be
made
with water from the Unideep penetration essential for good versity well.
The difference in yields between
yields. For the same reason, crops
the two methods of seedbed preparado not grow as rapidly nor yield as
The plots were laid out so that tion was especially significent. Where
much on land in front of gates or in

turnrows where farm machinery has
been over the ground many times.
To determine the effect of tillage
on the yield of barley, tests were set
up on the Safford Experimental Farm.

The tests were designed to compare

the rough tillage method with the
conventional method of seedbed prep-

aration. Also included in the tests
was a comparison of the effect of
two qualities of water on the yield
of barley.

two adjacent plots were rough tilled,
the next two plots were conventionally tilled, and so on for the 16 borders. Of the eight borders which were
left rough, four were irrigated with
river water and four with well water.
The same method of irrigation was
given the conventionally tilled plots.

salty well water was used for irrigation, the rough -tilled plots produced
21/2 times more barley than the conventionally tilled plots. Where river

Plots Plowed Only
The only work done on the rough
tillage plots was to plow the land

ed yields on the rough -tilled plots

Irrigated with well water containing 4,017 p.p.m. total salts for the season 1949 -50

and 1950 -51.

Plowed, disked, harrowed, irrigated.
Disked, harrowed and planted.
Yield: 1,390.0 pounds barley per acre.

Seed broadcast on plowed land and
irrigated up.

Yield: 3,553.2 pounds barley per acre.

water was used for irrigation, the

difference in yield was not nearly as
great, although rough tillage showed
a marked increase over the conventional method. Test results also showusing the salty well water to be about
the same as that of the conventionally

tilled plots using river water.

This test has far -reaching possibilities. The conventional method of tillage costs approximately $8.00 more

per acre for land preparation than
for rough -tilled land, and the yield
is much less. If $8.00 per acre could

be saved on all the land planted to
grain, it would result in a tremendous

saving for the farmer. If the saving
in seedbed preparation is added to
the returns from the increased yields
possible with rough tillage, this one
crop alone would more than pay the
cost of the University Farm at Safford.

-Karl Harris is Associate Irrigation
Engineer in Cooperation with the U.
S. Department of Agriculture.
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